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Welcome to the Ultimate Beginner's Guide to Guns. In this book, we'll cover everything you need
to know about how a gun works, how to safely handle and fire a gun, what kind of ammunition is
available, how to buy your first gun, and so much more. The biggest difference you'll notice with
this book is that it's not written from an "expert's" point of view.I started learning about guns a
few years ago and all that I remember from the experience is that it was incredibly intimidating.
There were so many different types of guns and ammunition that it was overwhelming. Couple
that with the stereotypical big egos that come along with most gun guys, as well as the political
side of it all and it almost drove me away. Luckily, I stuck with it and vowed to create a platform of
teaching about guns that avoided all of the intimidation.Over the past few years, I have worked
my way through managing a gun store, I've shot competitively, I've soaked up every bit of
knowledge that I possibly could, and I created a YouTube channel called Green Light Shooting.
This was a place where I could help the people that were in my shoes; the people who wanted to
learn about guns but didn't want to deal with the egos and political drama. This was a place
where the complete beginner could come with no pressure and learn at their own pace from
someone who was also still learning. This book is a continuation of that mindset.People always
say, “There are a million books on guns for beginners out there. Why would anyone care about
yours?”. It’s true, there is a ton of good information out there for beginners, but I think what this
book has to offer over everything else can be summed up in one word: Relatable. I’ve been in
your shoes. I know what it feels like to rack the slide back on a semi-automatic handgun and
think I broke it because it was stuck in the rear position (that’s a true story by the way. It was a
$1,300 Colt Gold Cup Match 1911 and I was absolutely freaking out).The point is, as I stated
earlier, this book is not written from an "expert's" point of view. It's a conversation, not a lecture.
So if you're a beginner in the gun world and you're not quite sure where to start, you've come to
the right place.

Praise for The Search“Search-and-rescue dogs are a focal point of this wonderful tale of love
and adventure. Roberts has a marvelous ability to blend in the perfect amounts of character
drama, realistic romance and chilling suspense. The result—an unputdownable read! Roberts
again proves why her name is synonymous with excellence.”—RT Book Reviews“Strong
romantic suspense...The serial killer subplot is not new, as the copycat has been done before,
but Nora Roberts makes it seem fresh with her incredible writing skill as she uses the Search
and Rescue canines as key elements in the exciting story line. Readers will enjoy Ms. Roberts’
entertaining Puget Sound thriller.”—Midwest Book Review“Roberts deftly packs the plot of her
latest supremely satisfying novel with plenty of sexy romance, high-stakes suspense, clever
dialogue and fascinating details about Search and Rescue dogs.”—Booklist“A breezy summer



read...entertaining.”—Associated Press “[A] gripping page-turner from one of the genre’s best.”—
Library JournalAbout the AuthorNora Roberts is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
more than 200 novels. She is also the author of the bestselling In Death series written under the
pen name J. D. Robb. There are more than 500 million copies of her books in print.From
Publishers WeeklyThe serviceable latest from Roberts centers on Fiona Bristow, a professional
canine search-and-rescue trainer, who moved to Orcas Island in Puget Sound eight years
earlier, just after barely escaping from a serial killer. The story opens with Simon Doyle, an
artisan cabinetmaker who arrives on the island with a puppy in tow. It's the puppy that brings
Fiona and Simon together, and the romance gets off to a rocky start; he's grumpy and
plainspoken; she doesn't scare easily. Then a serial killer begins operating within striking
distance, and all Fiona's hard-won peace and equanimity begins to wobble: the man who almost
killed her is in prison, but he's got a disciple on the outside. The serial killer plot is very familiar
and without much to distinguish it, but the romance is finely done, with Roberts's trademark
banter lighting up the page. Fiona and Simon are the main attraction, but the setting and the
supporting characters—with paws and without—provide a vivid backdrop. (July)Copyright ©
Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.OneOn a chilly morning in February with a misty rain shuttering the windows, Devin
and Rosie Cauldwell made slow, sleepy love. It was day three of their week's vacation—and
month two of their attempt to conceive a second child. Their three–year–old son, Hugh, was the
result of a long weekend on Orcas Island in the San Juans and—Rosie was convinced—a rainy
afternoon and a bottle of Pinot Noir.They hoped to repeat their success with a return visit to
Orcas, and happily applied themselves to the mission at hand while their toddler slept with his
beloved Wubby in the next room.It was too early in the day for wine, but Rosie took the quiet rain
as an omen.When they were snuggled up together, loose and warm from sex, she smiled."Who
had the best idea ever?"Devin gave her ass an easy squeeze. "You did.""Hang on, because I just
had another one.""I think I need a few minutes, first."She laughed, rolled and propped herself on
his chest to grin at him. "Get your mind off sex, Sleazy.""I think I need a few minutes for that,
too.""Pancakes. We need pancakes. Rainy morning, our cozy little house. Definitely calls for
pancakes."He squinted at her. "Who's making them?""Let the fates decide."She scooted up, and
in a long–standing Cauldwell family tradition they let the balance hang on Rock, Paper, Scissors
—best two out of three."Damn it," she muttered when he crushed her scissors with his
rock."Superior skill wins out.""My ass. But fair's fair—and I have to pee anyway." She bent down
to give him a smacking kiss, then jumped out of bed. "I love vacation," she said as she dashed
into the bathroom.She especially loved this vacation, she thought, with her two handsome men.
If the rain kept up, or got heavier, they'd play games inside. But if it let up, maybe they'd strap
Hugh in the carrier and take a bike ride, or just go for a long hike.Hugh just loved it here, loved
the birds, the lake, the deer they'd spotted and of course the rabbits—all brothers to his faithful
Wubby.And maybe he'd have a brother of his own in the fall. She was ovulating—not that she



was obsessing about getting pregnant. But counting days wasn't obsessing, she thought as she
caught her sleep– and sex–mussed hair back in a band. It was just being self–aware.She
grabbed a sweatshirt and some flannel pants, glanced back at Devin, who'd gone back to
snoozing.She really thought they'd hit the money shot.Delighted with the idea, she pulled on
heavy socks, then glanced at the watch she'd left on the dresser."Gosh, it's after eight. We
must've worn Hugh out last night for him to sleep this late.""Probably the rain," Devin
mumbled."Yeah, probably."Still, she turned out of their room for his, as she did every morning, at
home or away. She moved quietly, content to let him sleep—a bonus if she could grab her first
cup of coffee before she heard the first Mommy of the day.She peeked in, expecting to find him
curled up with his stuffed bunny. The empty bed didn't bring panic. He might've gotten up to pee,
just as she had. He'd gotten so good with his potty training.Even when she didn't find him in the
little bathroom off the hall, she didn't panic. Since he was habitually an early riser, they'd
encouraged him to play for a bit before waking them. She usually heard him, talking to his toys or
running his cars, but she'd been a little distracted having vacation sex.God, she thought as she
started downstairs, what if he'd looked in when they were doing it? No, he'd have walked right in
and asked what game they were playing.With a half laugh, she turned into the pretty living room,
expecting to see her little boy on the floor surrounded by the toys of his choice.When she didn't,
the first fingers of unease tickled up her throat.She called his name, moving quickly now, sliding
a little on the hardwood floors in her socks.Panic struck, a knife in the belly.The kitchen door
stood wide open. Shortly after nine, Fiona Bristow pulled up at the pretty vacation house in the
heart of Moran State Park. Rain fizzed along the ground more than pattered, but its steadiness
promised sloppy tracking. She signaled her partner to stay in the truck, then got out to approach
one of the local deputies."Davey.""Hey, Fee. You got here fast.""I didn't have far to go. The others
are on their way. Are we using the house for base camp or do you want us to set up?""We're
using it. You'll want to talk to the parents, but I'll give you the basics. Hugh Cauldwell, age three,
blond and blue. Last seen wearing Spider–Man pajamas."Fiona saw his mouth tighten a little.
Davey had a boy about the same age as Hugh, and she imagined he had a pair of Spider–Man
pj's, too."The mother first noticed he was missing at about eight–fifteen," Davey continued.
"Found the back door open. No visible signs of forced entry or an intruder. The mother alerted
the father. They called it in right away, and they ran around, calling for him, looking in the
immediate area."And tracked up the place, Fiona mused. But who could blame them?"We did a
house–and–grounds search, to make sure he wasn't just hiding." Davey turned back to Fiona
with rain dripping off the bill of his cap. "He's not in the house, and his mother says he has his
stuffed bunny with him. He sleeps with it, carts it around habitually. We've got rangers on the
search, McMahon and Matt are out there," he added, referring to the sheriff and a young
deputy."McMahon cleared me to call in your unit, and assigned me to base.""We'll set up and
get started. I'd like to interview the parents now, if that's good for you."He gestured toward the
house. "They're scared, as you'd expect—and they want to go out and look for him. You might
help me talk them down from that.""I'll see what I can do." Thinking of that, she went back to the



truck, opened the door for her partner. Peck hopped out and walked with her and Davey to the
house.At Davey's nod, Fiona crossed to the couple, who rose from their huddle on the couch.
The woman clutched a little red fire engine."Mr. and Mrs. Cauldwell, I'm Fiona Bristow with
Canine Search and Rescue. This is Peck." She laid a hand on the head of the chocolate
Lab."The rest of my unit's on the way. We're going to help look for Hugh.""You need to go. You
need to go right now. He's only three.""Yes, ma'am. The rest of my unit will be here any minute. It
would help us if I get some information first.""We told the police and the rangers everything."
Devin looked toward the window. "I need to go out there, look for him. We're wasting time
here.""Believe me, Mr. Cauldwell, the police and the rangers are doing everything they can to
find Hugh. They called us because finding him is everyone's priority. We're trained, and your little
boy is our only focus now. We're going to coordinate with the police and the park rangers. I need
to make sure I have all the information so we optimize our resources. You realized Hugh was
missing about eight–fifteen, is that right?"Tears swam fresh into Rosie's eyes. "I should've
checked on him earlier. He hardly ever sleeps past seven. I should've—""Mrs. Cauldwell…
Rosie," Fiona corrected, using the first name to comfort. "You don't want to blame yourself. Little
boys are curious, aren't they? Has Hugh ever left the house by himself before?""Never, never. I
thought he'd come down to play, then I couldn't find him, and I went back to the kitchen. And the
door…the door was open. Wide open. And I couldn't find him.""Maybe you could show me."
Fiona signaled to Peck to follow. "He's wearing his pajamas?""Spider-Man. He'll be cold, and
wet, and scared." Her shoulders shook as they moved back to the kitchen. "I don't understand
what you can do that the police can't.""We're another resource, and Peck? He's trained for this.
He's been on dozens of searches."Rosie swiped tears off her cheeks. "Hugh likes dogs. He likes
animals. If the dog barks, maybe Hugh will hear and come back."Fiona said nothing, but opened
the back door, then squatted down to take in the view from the level of a three-year-old boy.
Likes animals. "I bet you can see a lot of wildlife around here. Deer, fox, rabbits.""Yes. Yes. It's so
different from Seattle. He loves watching out the windows, or from the deck. And we've taken
hikes and bike rides.""Is Hugh shy?""No. Oh no, he's adventurous and sociable. Fearless. Oh
God."Instinctively Fiona put an arm around Rosie's shaking shoulders. "Rosie, I'm going to set
up here in the kitchen, if that's okay. What I need you to do is to get me five things Hugh wore
recently. Yesterday's socks, underwear, shirt, like that. Five small items of clothing. Try not to
handle them. Put them in these."Fiona took plastic bags from her kit."We're a unit of five. Five
handlers, five dogs. We'll each use something of Hugh's to give the dogs his scent.""They…they
track him?"Easier to agree than to try to explain air–scenting, scent cones, skin rafts. The boy
had already been gone more than an hour. "That's right. Does he have a favorite treat?
Something he likes especially, something you might give him when he's been good?""You mean
like…" Pushing at her hair, Rosie looked around blankly. "He loves gummy worms.""Great. Do
you have any?""I…yes.""If you could get the clothes and the worms," Fiona said with a smile.
"I'm going to set up. I hear my unit, so I'm going to set up.""Okay. Okay. Please…He's just
three."Rosie dashed out. Fiona shared a brief look with Peck, then began to set up



operations.As her team came in, human and canine, she briefed them and began to assign
search sectors while poring over her maps. She knew the area, and knew it well.A paradise, she
thought, for those looking for serenity, scenery, an escape from streets and traffic, buildings,
crowds. And for a lost little boy, a world filled with hazards. Creeks, lakes, rocks.More than thirty
miles of foot trails, she thought, over five thousand acres of forest to swallow up a three–year–old
and his stuffed rabbit."We've got a heavy drizzle, so we'll keep the search grids close and cover
this area." As field OL—operational leader—Fiona outlined their sections on the map while
Davey listed data on a large whiteboard. "We'll overlap some with the other teams, but let's keep
good communications so we don't step on our own feet.""He's going to be wet and chilled by
now." Meg Greene, mother of two and recent grandmother, looked at her husband, Chuck. "Poor
little guy.""And a kid that age? He's got no sense of direction. He'll wander anywhere." James
Hutton frowned as he checked his radio."He might tire out, just curl up and sleep." Lori Dyson
nodded toward her German shepherd, Pip. "He might not hear the searchers calling for him, but
our guys will sniff him out.""That's the plan. Everyone has their coordinates? Radios checked,
packs checked? Make sure you set your compass bearings. With Mai in emergency surgery,
Davey's solo base OL, so we'll check in with him as we cover our sectors."She stopped as the
Cauldwells came back in."I have…" Rosie's chin wobbled. "I have what you asked for.""That's
great." Fiona crossed to her, then laid her hands on the terrified mother's shoulders. "You hold
good thoughts. Everyone out there has only one thing to do, one thing on their mind: find Hugh
and bring him home."She took the bags, passed them out to her unit. "Okay, let's go get
him."With the others, she walked outside, hitched on her pack. Peck stood by her side, the slight
quiver in his body the only sign he was anxious to get started. She and the others spread out to
take their assigned sectors, and like the rest of her unit, she set her compass bearing.She
opened the bag holding a little sock, offered it to Peck's nose."This is Hugh. It's Hugh. Hugh's
just a little boy, Peck. This is Hugh."He sniffed enthusiastically—a dog who knew his job. He
glanced up at her, sniffed again, then looked deep into her eyes, body quivering as if to say,
Okay, I've got it! Let's move!"Find Hugh." She added her hand signal, and Peck lifted his nose in
the air. "Let's find Hugh!"She waited, watching him scent and circle, let him take the lead as he
prowled and paced. The thin, steady rain posed an obstacle, but Peck worked well in the
rain.She remained where she was, giving him verbal encouragement as he tracked the air and
the wet pattered on the bright yellow of her windbreaker.When he moved east, she followed him
into the thickening trees.At five, Peck was a vet, a seventy–pound chocolate Lab—strong, smart
and tireless. He would, Fiona knew, search for hours in any conditions, over any terrain, for the
living or for the dead. She had only to ask it of him.Together, they moved through deep forest,
over ground soft and soggy with needles shed from the towering Douglas firs and old–growth
cedars, over and around clumps of mushrooms and nurse logs coated with rich green moss,
through brambles edgy with thorn. While they searched, Fiona kept an eye on her partner's body
language, made note of landmarks, checked her compass. Every few minutes, Peck glanced
back to let her know he was on the case."Find Hugh. Let's find Hugh, Peck."He alerted, showing



interest in a patch of ground around a nurse log."Got something, do you? That's good. Good
boy." She flagged the alert first with bright blue tape, then stood with him, scanning the area,
calling Hugh's name. Then closing her eyes to listen.All she heard was the soft sizzle of rain and
the whisper of wind through the trees.When he nudged her, Fiona took the sock out of her
pocket, opened the bag so Peck could refresh the scent."Find Hugh," she repeated. "Let's find
Hugh."He moved off again, and in her sturdy boots, Fiona stepped over the log and followed.
When Peck angled south, she called her new position in to base, checked in with her team
members.The kid had been out for a minimum of two hours, she thought. A lifetime for worried
parents.But toddlers didn't have any real sense of time. Children of his age were very mobile,
she mused, and didn't always understand the concept of being lost. They wandered, distracted
by sights and sounds, and had considerable endurance, so it might be hours of that wandering
before Hugh tired out and realized he wanted his mother.She watched a rabbit skitter away into
the brush. Peck had too much dignity to do more than spare it a passing glance.But a little boy?
Fiona thought. One who loved his "Wubby," who enjoyed animals? One his mother said was
fascinated by the forest? Wouldn't he want to try to catch it, probably hoping to play with it? He'd
try, wouldn't he, to follow it? City boy, she thought, enchanted with the woods, the wildlife, the
other of it all.How could he resist?She understood it, the magic of it. She'd been a city girl once
herself, charmed and hypnotized by the green shadows, the dance of light, the sheer vastness
of trees and hills and sea.A child could so easily lose himself in the acres and acres of
parkland.He's cold, she thought. Hungry now and scared. He wants his mother.When the rain
increased, they continued on, the tireless dog, the tall woman in rough pants and rougher boots.
Her tail of pale red hair hung in a wet rope down her back, while lake–blue eyes searched the
gloom.When Peck angled again, heading down a winding slope, she drew a picture in her mind.
Less than a quarter of a mile farther, if they continued in this direction, they'd come to the creek
that marked the southeast border of her sector. Chuck and his Quirk searched the other side.
Fast water in the creek this time of year, she thought, cold and fast, the verges slippery with
moss and rain.She hoped the little guy hadn't gone too close or, worse, tried to cross it.And the
wind was changing, she realized. Goddamn it. They'd adjust. She'd refresh the scent again, give
Peck a quick water break. They'd nearly clocked two hours in the field, and though Peck had
alerted strongly three times, she'd yet to see a sign of the boy—a bit of cloth on a bramble, a
print in the softened ground. She'd flagged the alerts in blue, used orange tape to mark their
progress and knew they'd cross–tracked once or twice.Check in with Chuck, she decided. If
Peck's on the scent and the kid crossed the creek…She didn't allow herself to think fell in. Not
yet.Even as she reached for her radio, Peck alerted again. This time he broke into a run,
shooting her the briefest of glances over his shoulder.And she saw the light in his eyes."Hugh!"
She lifted her voice over the now pounding rain and whistling wind.She didn't hear the boy, but
she heard Peck's three quick barks.Like the dog, Fiona broke into a run.She skidded a little as
she rounded the turn on the downward slope.And she saw near the banks of the busy creek—a
bit too near for her peace of mind—a very wet little boy sprawled on the ground with his arms full



of dog."Hey, Hugh, hi." She crossed the distance quickly, squatted down, pulling off her pack as
she went. "I'm Fiona, and this is Peck.""Doggie." He wept it into Peck's fur. "Doggie.""He's a
good doggie. He's the best doggie ever."As Peck thumped his tail in agreement, Fiona pulled a
space blanket out of her pack. "I'm going to wrap you up—and Wubby, too. Is that
Wubby?""Wubby fell down.""So I see. It's okay. We'll get you both warm, okay? Did you hurt
yourself? Uh–oh."She said it cheerfully as she draped the blanket over his shoulders and saw
the mud and blood on his feet. "Ouch, huh? We're going to fix you all up."His arms still around
Peck, Hugh turned his cheek and sent Fiona a pitiful, bottom–lip–wobbling look. "I want
Mommy.""I bet you do. We're going to take you to Mommy, me and Peck. Here, look what
Mommy sent you." She pulled out the little bag of gummy worms."Bad boy," Hugh said, but he
eyed the candy with interest while he clung to Peck."Mommy's not mad. Daddy's not either. Here
you go." She gave him the bag, pulled out her radio. When Hugh offered a worm to Peck, Peck
gave Fiona a sidelong glance.Can I? Huh? Can I?"Go ahead—and say thank you."Peck took the
candy delicately from the boy, gulped it down, then thanked him with a sloppy kiss that made
Hugh giggle.With that sound warming her heart, Fiona contacted base."We've got him. Safe and
sound. Tell Mom he's eating his gummy worms and we'll be on our way home." She winked at
Hugh, who fed the filthy and wet stuffed rabbit, then popped the same candy into his own mouth.
"He's got some minor cuts and scrapes, he's wet, but he's alert. Over.""Copy that. Good work,
Fee. Do you need help? Over.""We've got it. Heading in. I'll keep you updated. Over and
out.""Better wash those down," she suggested, and offered Hugh her canteen."Whazit?""It's just
water.""I like juice.""We'll make sure you get some when we get back. Drink a little, okay?"He did
what he was told, sniffling. "I peed outside, like Daddy showed me. Not in my pants."She grinned
at him and thought of Peck's strong alerts. "You did good. How about a piggyback ride?"As they
had at the sight of the candy, his eyes brightened. "Okay."She wrapped the blanket securely
around him, then turned so he could climb onto her back. "You call me Fee. If you need
something, you just say, Fee, I need or I want.""Doggie.""He's coming, too. He'll lead the way."
From her crouch she rubbed Peck, hugged him hard. "Good dog, Peck. Good dog. Return!"With
the pack slung over her shoulder and the boy on her back, the three of them began the hike out
of the woods."Did you open the door by yourself, Hugh?""Bad boy," he murmured.Well, yeah,
she thought, but who wasn't bad now and then? "What did you see out the window?""Wubbies.
Wubby said let's go see the wubbies.""Uh-huh." Smart kid, she thought. Blame it on the
rabbit.Hugh began to chatter then, so fast and in the toddlerese that defeated her on every third
word. But she got the gist.Mommy and Daddy sleeping, bunnies out the window, what could you
do? Then, if she interpreted correctly, the house disappeared and he couldn't find it. Mommy
didn't come when he called, and he was going to get a time–out. He hated time–outs.She got the
picture because even saying "time–out" made him cry with his face pressed against her
back."Well, if you get one, I think Wubby needs one, too. Look, hey, Hugh, look. It's Bambi and
his mom."He lifted his head, still sniffling. Then tears were forgotten as he squealed at the sight
of the fawn and doe. Then he sighed, laid his head on her shoulder when she boosted him up a



bit. "I getting hungry.""I guess you are. You've had a really big adventure." She managed to dig a
power bar out of her pack.It took less time to hike out than it had to search through, but by the
time the trees began to thin the boy weighed like a stone on her back.Revived, rested,
fascinated with everything, Hugh talked nonstop. Amused, Fiona let him ramble and dreamed of
a vat of coffee, an enormous burger and a gallon bucket of fries.When she spotted the house
through the trees, she dug out another gear and quickened her pace. They'd barely cleared the
line when Rosie and Devin ran out of the house.Fiona crouched. "Off you go, Hugh. Run to
Mommy."She stayed down, slung her arm around Peck, whose entire body wagged with
joy."Yeah," she murmured to him as Devin beat his wife by a couple lopes and snatched Hugh
up. Then the three of them were twined together in a tangle of limbs and tears. "Yeah, it's a good
day. You're the man, Peck."With her son safe in her arms, Rosie hurried toward the house. Devin
broke away to walk unsteadily to Fiona."Thank you. I don't know how to…""You're welcome. He's
a great kid.""He's…everything. Thank you so much." As his eyes filled, Devin wrapped his arms
around Fiona and, much as Hugh had, dropped his head on her shoulder. "I can't tell you.""You
don't have to." Her own eyes stung as she patted his back. "Peck found him. He's the one. He'd
be pleased if you shook his hand.""Oh." Devin scrubbed at his face, drew in a couple steadying
breaths. "Thank you, Peck. Thank you." He crouched, offered his hand.Peck smiled as dogs do
and placed his paw in Devin's hand."Can I…can I hug him?""He'd love it."On a deep, shuddering
sigh, Devin hugged Peck's neck, pressed his face to the fur. Over the man's shoulder, Peck sent
Fiona a twinkling look.Wasn't that fun? he seemed to say. Can we do it again?--This text refers to
an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverTo most people, Fiona Bristow seems to
have an idyllic life – a quaint house on an island off Seattle’s coast, a thriving dog-training
school, and a challenging volunteer job performing canine search and rescues. Not to mention
her three intensely loyal Labs. But Fiona got to this point by surviving a nightmare… Several
years ago, Fiona was the only survivor of the Red Scarf serial killer, who shot and killed Fiona’s
cop fiancé and his K-9 partner. On Orcas Island, Fiona found the peace and solitude she
needed to rebuild her life. But all that changes on the day Simon Doyle barrels up her drive,
desperate for her help. He’s the reluctant owner of an out-of-control puppy, foisted upon him by
his mother. Jaws has eaten through Simon’s house, and he’s at his wit’s end. To Fiona, Jaws is
nothing she can’t handle. Simon, however, is another matter. A newcomer to Orcas, he’s a
rugged and intensely private artist, known for the exquisite furniture he creates from wood.
Simon never wanted a puppy – and he most definitely doesn’t want a woman. Besides, the lanky
redhead is not his type. But tell that to his hormones. As Fiona embarks on training Jaws, and
Simon begins to appreciate both dog and trainer, the past tears back into Fiona’s life. A copycat
killer has emerged out of the shadows, a man whose bloodlust has been channeled by a master
with one motive: to reclaim the woman who slipped out of his hands --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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The Ultimate Beginner’s Guide to Guns - A Green Light Shooting BookBy: Chad
ShellabargerThis book is dedicated to Patricia, my lovely wife for always believing in my crazy
ideas doing whatever it took to help me follow through with them.SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
TO ME AND GREEN LIGHT SHOOTINGChapter 1 Who Am I and What is this Book?My name
is Chad Shellabarger. I’m a 25 year old normal guy living in Utah with my beautiful wife. I own a
company that does video production work for other companies around the western United
States. I graduated from the University of Utah with a bachelor’s degree in Film and Media Arts.
Today, two of my biggest passions in life are cameras and guns, but it wasn’t always that
way.Growing up, I was never the stereotypical, hyper-masculine guy. I was relatively small
framed, I played soccer instead of football, and I knew absolutely nothing about firearms. They
intimidated me. The only things I ever heard about firearms was how devastating they were and
how many lives they had taken. Because of that, I was honestly afraid of guns and wanted
nothing to with them.As I got older, firearms started working their way back into my mind. They
started becoming something “cool”. My friends would always talk about the exciting hunting trip
that I missed out on or the newest Call of Duty video games that I just had to check out. I
eventually got into first-person shooter video games and really enjoyed learning about what was
out there. Even if my only learning source was from Call of Duty. But as time went on and my
interests grew deeper, the thing that really got me intrigued was a television show called Top
Shot. I was glued to the TV screen whenever that show would come on. I would watch these
guys shoot these amazing shots on these unforgettable courses and think, “Man, I really want to
do that.”. A part of it was definitely the competitive side in me, but more importantly, I realized
these guys were having a great time shooting guns and no one was getting hurt. That’s when it
clicked. Shooting and firearms don’t always have to be about defending yourself or hurting
someone else. They don’t have to be pure politics and big egos. With proper care and a safe
mindset, shooting can be an extremely fun and rewarding sport.Here’s the thing: I wanted to get
into shooting because I thought it would be a blast to see if I could hit those tiny targets way out
there with a gun. I’m not one of those guys that’s going to preach the second amendment or
push gun politics on anyone. I just want to help people like me, who love the idea of learning
more about guns and the sport of shooting but just aren’t sure where to start. I want to help the
people that feel intimidated to walk into a gun store because they have no idea what to expect
and don’t want to do something wrong. I’ve been on both sides of that story. I’ve been the kid
who didn’t dare walk into the gun store, and I’ve been the gun store employee when someone
walks in who knows absolutely nothing about guns.People always say, “There are a million
books on guns for beginners out there. Why would anyone care about yours?”. It’s true, there is a
ton of good information out there for beginners, but I think what this book has to offer over
everything else can be summed up in one word: Relatable. I’ve been in your shoes. I know what
it feels like to rack the slide back on a semi-automatic handgun and think I broke it because it



was stuck in the rear position (that’s a true story by the way. It was a $1,300 Colt Gold Cup
Match 1911 and I was absolutely freaking out). I know what it feels like to be completely lost
when the people around you are talking about the differences between generations in Glocks.
Hell, I know what it feels like to be completely lost when people are talking about what a Glock
even is!The point I’m trying to make is I know what it feels like to be intimidated by guns and the
people who love them. I remember what things I wanted to learn right away and what things
made the most impact on my gun knowledge. I also remember the things that clicked in my mind
and made learning the easiest. So I hope to use those things and pass them along to you so that
you can feel confident walking into a gun store, a shooting range, or even your crazy Uncle’s
house when he shows you his newest gun.Chapter 2Green Light ShootingDuring my whole Top
Shot interest boom, a gun store opened right near my house in Utah. They said they were hiring
and I immediately put in my resume. Lucky for me, they were looking for employees with good
people skills, not necessarily a lot of firearm knowledge. They figured they could teach all that
stuff but they couldn’t teach you how to get along with customers. I was ecstatic about the
interview and actually ended up getting the job. At first, I wasn’t allowed behind the actual gun
counter where I could sell guns. I was put behind the cash register to watch and to wonder. Sure,
it hurt my ego a little bit but I was honest with myself enough to know that I couldn’t offer much
assistance back there. So instead, I used my time behind that register to read every book,
magazine, and internet article I could on the guns in our store. I would go home at night from
work and watch YouTube video after YouTube video on how guns worked. I wanted to know it all.
I shadowed the gun salesman when I could and eventually, I could hold my own in a
conversation. Then the fateful day came where one of the gun salesman called in sick and my
manager pulled me up to the big leagues to fill his spot. I was absolutely terrified. But this is what
I had been researching for. It was an honor to step up and I was bound to not let anyone
down.After a few months of working the gun counter and earning the respect of those around
me, I eventually worked my way up to become the manager of that gun store. I learned more
about myself and about guns than I ever imagined possible while working there. When a
customer would come in that was new to guns, I always loved working with them. I could teach
them really well because most of the time, it was something that I had just learned about the
week before. I understood what made sense to them, because that’s what made sense to me
when I was learning. I soon began to notice something, however. I was teaching the exact same
things over and over. Almost all of these new customers had the same questions. I figured if I
had these questions, and all of these people that I’m helping have these questions, then I bet
there are a lot more people out there who have these questions. At that point, Green Light
Shooting was born.Green Light Shooting is a YouTube channel that addresses all those
beginning questions without the pressure of politics and big gun egos. I just enjoy teaching what
I’ve learned through the years with tutorials, reviews on new guns, tips and tricks, and much
more. As of early 2015 when I began writing this, the YouTube channel has just over 1.3 million
views and I’ve just launched a website (www.greenlightshooting.com) to help even more people



out. The response I’ve gotten from the videos and work I’ve put into the channel has shown me
that the demand for accessible, relatable beginning shooter content is real. I wish I had
someone to show me the ropes when I was learning.I think one of the biggest downfalls other
trainers have is that they've forgotten what it’s like to learn. They’ve gotten so wrapped up in
making sure they’re an “expert” in the field that they have stopped learning themselves. Here’s
the thing about that mindset, it makes the viewers feel like they’re being talked down to. At least
that’s how it makes me feel. They tend to alienate the complete beginners because they’ve
forgotten what it feels like to not know the difference between a semi-automatic handgun and a
revolver. They’ve forgotten what it’s like to be completely intimidated by guns and not know
where to turn. I’ve made a resolution with Green Light Shooting to never be an “expert”. I hope I
never stop learning. And beyond that, I hope to never stop teaching what I learn.Chapter 3How
This Book is Going to WorkI’ve framed this book out in a very simple way. First, we’re going to
cover the basics. What is a handgun? What is a long gun? How do they work? Things like that.
Then we’ll move into the basics of handling these weapons. We’ll talk about how to safely
manipulate them in a crowded room. We’ll cover simple techniques that will get you comfortable
just holding firearms. Next up, we’ll transition into how to actually shoot a gun safely, comfortably,
and accurately. I want you to be able to step up to the firing line with your friends and no one be
able to tell that you’re new. After we cover shooting, we’ll begin talking about how to maintain
your gun. We’ll cover things like how to field strip, cleaning, oiling, and storing. Then finally, I’ll
talk a little bit about how to buy your first gun. We’ll cover what kind of questions to ask yourself
before you walk into a gun store, what questions to ask your salesman, and a few other
important notes including what the gun buying process might look like.I really want to treat this
book like a conversation. I hate when I’m learning from a teacher who seems arrogant or
condescending. Like I said before, I certainly don’t claim to be an expert. I think I have enough
knowledge and experience to share what I’ve learned about safely and effectively handling
firearms, but I definitely don’t know it all. I’m still learning and I embrace that with open arms.
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Bob, “Very basic. I'm a novice when it comes to guns.I do feel a bit more knowledgeable after
reading this. I think it's a decent place to start.That said, it's very basic. It's very general. If you'd
consider yourself more than an absolute beginner, I'd look for another book.This book would
benefit from some illustrations. Simply pointing people to Google and YouTube doesn't really do
it for me.Still, as I said, it's not a bad place to start.”

Jake, “A Must-Have for Every Beginning Shooter. I went into this book with minimal gun
knowledge. Like, Halo and Call of Duty. That's about it. But after reading through this gem, the
intimidation factor has decreased tenfold. The most important thing I learned while reading,
apart from the technical stuff, is that guns aren't just about politics and obnoxious organizations
trying to control the world. They are competitive, artistic, and exhilarating to use if done with
proper care. If you're looking to get into shooting and need a nice segue into the field, this is it.
Very affordable too. Will definitely follow more Green Light Shooting stuff as I start to purchase
more and more guns.”

Dr. B. Gubar, “A Guide to Guns for the Rest of Us. Chad breaks down everything that's important
to a complete newbie regarding guns. The cardinal rules of handling a gun, how a gun works,
and what you should ask when purchasing your first firearm. There's nothing preachy or
political, just the "meat and potatoes." It's written in easy to understand language with no
technical terms that would be over the head of a total novice. I would definitely recommend this
book as a place to start for someone who wants to explore a new hobby.”

Tuweleme, “Good for beginners. The author does a good job of explaining the very basics, which
is what I was looking for. I will look at other books he wrote too, since this one met my needs so
well.”

Ricardo, “Great intro to guns.. I enjoyed reading the book and it cleared up a couple of
misconceptions I had.Would recommend it to anyone thinking about purchasing a firearm to get
a great basic intro to them.”

Jodi, “Perfect for the absolute basics. This is a great book for the absolute basics. It's very simple
and straight forward. One thing that I do believe would have been helpful would be digrams and
photos in the book itself.”

William Barnes, “Great Introduction to Firearms. I am exactly who this book is intended for and I
enjoyed every bit of it. Very informative and efficient about the basics and essentials about
learning, buying, owning, using, and cleaning firearms. I’m more confident now about becoming
a first time firearms owner. Thanks!”



RealWoman8, “Friendly intro to the basics. This is written in a friendly, conversational style, and
the author does a great job of walking you through the basics of gun terminology. I found it easy
to read and very helpful. It's not a long book, but it's a good first step into the complex world of
firearms.”

mrs diana hart, “helped me a lot.. Excellent book for all beginners to firearms. Helped me a lot. A
lot of knowledge for little money. My wife's now reading it.”

The book by Nora Roberts has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 173 people have provided feedback.
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